Strain engineering of valley polarized currents in topological crystalline insulators.
Although the existence of four valley degrees of freedom in the (0 0 1) surface of IV-VI semiconductor topological crystalline insulators (TCIs) provides the opportunity to multiply the valleytronic functionality, it makes the generation of highly polarized valley currents less plausible. We investigate quantum adiabatic valley pumping in (0 0 1) surface of these TCIs and show that applying shear strains and exchange field gives the possibility of control and manipulation of the valley resolved currents with high polarizations. Interchange of polarizations, simply by turning the tensile strain into compressive mode and vice versa, highlights the potential application for valleytronic switching process. Furthermore, since the surface states are robust against disorders, we can increase the lengths of driving regions and pump significantly larger currents without breaking the coherency of the quantum transport regime.